
 
Newsletter ISSUE N°3 Fall  2009

             In Focus!
The Camera Club of Hendersonville

 July 2015

Steering Committee:
Ron Anderson, Treasurer   ronwande@bellsouthnet
Bob Benedict, Newsletter   rcbenedict36@gmail.com
Bob Coffey        bobcoffey@aol.com
Mitch Randall, Presenter    mglennrand@aol.com
Ken Weaver, Website         kennethweaver@kenzlenz.com

Next Meeting:
The Club meets Tuesday, July 28 at 6:30 pm at the 
Chamber of Commerce Building, 204 Kanuga Road 
(intersection with Church Street).

Critique Group:
Meets Tuesday, July 14 at 1:00 at the Unitarian 
Community Church, 2021 Kanuga Road.

Upcoming Forum Topics and Meetings:
July 28 -        Forum - Portraits/Candids
                           Critic:  Jeff Miller

       Note: Photos should be sent to Ron Anderson,
NOT Peter Jones

                           
August 25 -   Managing Dynamic Range with Warren Bedell
 
Septermber 22 - Show and Tell: Aerial Pole Photography with 
                           Ken Weaver

October 3 -   Picnic at Holmes Educational Forest 11:00-5:00

October 22 - Forum - Dilapidated
 Critic: Walter Arnold

November 17 - Archtectural Photography with Kevin Meechan

December 12 - Holiday Party

 From the Editor's Desk:

(Note: This will not be a regular feature).

Photo Challenge:

In looking at the Camera Clubs nationwide that won 
awards from the PSA (Photographic Society of 
America), one element stood out: the Camera Clubs 
that thrive are the ones that most actively involve their 
members. 

As another step in that direction I’m issuing a Photo 
Challenge:  by July 31 for the August Newsletter send 
me your favorite photograph of all that you have taken, 
along with a couple of (short) paragraphs as to why it is 
your favorite. Perhaps it is your favorite because 
conditions were optimal for composition, lighting etc. Or 
maybe the picture holds a personal meaning. 

It doesn’t matter if the picture has appeared in our 
competition, Forums, or the Newsletter because more 
than likely the reason it is your favorite has not 
appeared. 

If the number of submissions would create too large a 
newsletter file size then some may appear in the 
September Newsletter. I hope you will take part in the 
chance to learn from each other and further involve our 
membership.
	  

July Forum

As previously noted, the 
subject will be Portraits/
Candids and our 
commentator will be Jeff 
Miller.

On his website Mountain 
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June Print Competition Winners

The Club held its annual Print Competition at the June 
meeting. Winners were asked to provide a brief commentary 
on their photographs.

                               
                                                              Ken Weaver

                                                              "Dueling Egrets"

Two weeks ago we went to Florida for a week to photograph 
landscapes and animals. This image was taken early in the 
morning at Gaterland, an Orlando tourist alligator park that 
opens its bird rookery up to photographers for two hours 
before the tourists get there. 

I wanted to get a good shot of an active bird, not just one 
sitting on a branch or railing. I was fortunate to get numerous 
images of "dueling" egrets, but I liked this one because of the 
camera positioning. which captured the deep blue sky as a 
background for the birds.

                                         
                                                                        Bob Coffey
                                                                        
                                                                        "Dry Dock"
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Jeff states that his mission is to help photographers 
capture the beauty of the Southern Appalachians, share it, 
and ultimately preserve it.

He does this through "immersion" in photography - field 
trips, consulting, critiquing, and offering digital imaging and 
printing services.

He teaches photography classes and workshops in 
Asheville, at the Great Smoky Mountains Institute at 
Tremont and in the Everglades National Park. He has 
been featured in such publications as Our State, Builder/
Architect, The Laurel of Asheville and the National Park 
Service.

July Refreshments

                                             Volunteer Needed

Volunteers are also needed for the months of 
September and November. If you can help out please 
contact one of the Steering Committee members by email 
or at the next meeting.

 Our thanks to Judy Rountree-Benedict for supplying the 
June refreshments.

Avian Photo Opportunity

Mike Merrill would like to contact 
members who might be 
interested in a trip to Wild for 

Life, a Center for the Rehabilitation of birds 
(wildforlife.org). The Center is located in Asheville and 
provides housing and care for wildlife until they can be 
returned to their native wild habitats.

Their birds include Saker Falcon, Red Tailed Hawk, and 
owls. They would bring out six or seven birds to be 
photographed. 

Mike's email address is:  mandmerrill@att.net

Our Thanks

The Club is grateful to John Ayre for his slideshow 
presentations during our ballot counting. In addition to the 
excellent slideshows of Holywild and Sierra Nevada 
Brewry, John entertained with several “Where’s my beer!” 
shorts. He notes:

If anyone would like a computer playable copy (MP4-file) of the 
slide shows of Hollywild and/or Sierra Nevada they will be 
available both at the next Critique  on July 14th and the regular 
meeting July 28th. You must have a thumb drive to take the files 
from my computer (Hollywild file size is 760 MB...Sierra Nevada 
file size is 875 MB).



Dry Dock, was taken at the world renowned fishing village 
of Peggy's Cove in Nova Scotia. I had been there once 
before under beautiful polarizer skies in the morning and 
was just enamored with the treasure trove of subject matter 
at every turn. No wonder it is such a Mecca for 
photographers. The second visit was in the late afternoon 
in October. The skies were overcast and it was slightly 
foggy, which was just what I wanted for moody images. 

The flat light called for monochrome to portray a dramatic 
mood. The ramshackle fishing boat conveyed great 
character with lots of detailed texture. I used my Nikkor 12 - 
24 super wide angle up close to get the desired degree of 
distortion that made the old boat seem much larger.  It was 
set at 17 mm and shot at 1/60 sec. at f/10 at ISO 400. The 
wide angle lens provided the necessary depth of field to 
hold the entire boat plus the other boats in the background 
in sharp focus. The rope, rocks and dead grass added to 
the texture and the buildings in the background added to 
the sense of place.

                                                                 
                                                                Paul Doebler

                                                                "Florida Family"

                             

The first two years I entered the club's print competition, I 
placed 24th the first year, and then around 16th the next. 
Last year I received an "honorable mention" and this year, 
3rd place. I feel that being a member of our camera club the 
past 4 years has definitely helped me to become a better 
photographer!
 
The image was taken at the Alligator Farm in St Augustine, 
FL. I have been there each of the past two springs. It is a 
microcosm of many varieties of Florida birds that are all in 
one very small area. I have been very lucky to have had 
clouds (and even drizzle) both times I was there; it really 
helps to keep the white birds from being "blown out".
 
I was trying to capture the differing attitudes of the three 
birds: a vigilant, protective parent; a "look at me" chick; and 
a "who cares" look of the other chick. I really like the contrast 
between the "near black and white look" of the birds and 
trees, with the beautiful muted colors of the background. I 
used my Nikon D7100, my Nikon "travel" lens (a new 18-300 
f/3.5-6.3) and my Giotto's "travel" tripod. Settings were 1/125 
sec at 6.3; 300 mm; ISO 180.

Honorable Mention

                                                                  Bob Coffey
                                                             
                                                                 "Pitcher 
                                                                 Window"
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Pitcher Window was taken at the Cradle of Forestry last 
fall on our field trip. The old cabins with their well displayed 
decor conveyed such a wonderful feeling of history that I 
wanted to capture. 

The technical challenge was to include interior detail in the 
low light without blowing out the exterior scene. It was shot 
hand held at 1/45 sec. at f/6.7 with ISO 1600 through 
my old workhorse Nikkor 24 - 120 lens set at 29 mm. 
Shooting it in HDR would have been an option had I 
brought my tripod, but being a former dark room printer and 
accustomed to dodging and burning to bring out details in 
the shadows and darken the high lights, I prefer to take 
advantage of the Shadows and Highlights plus other helpful 
features in Lightroom to achieve those effects with far better 
control. It also cleaned up a lot of noise from the high ISO. 

Some of the other cabin shots I converted to monochrome, 
but this one worked better in color due to the beautiful blue 
curtains and the pastel coloration of the window frame, 
desktop items, old quilt and especially the view outdoors. I 
wanted to achieve an artistic water color appearance 
without resorting to the brush stroke filters available.

                                                                  
                                                                  John Ayre

                                                                  "Lunch"

This photo was taken on a trip to Klemtu, British Columbia 
about 150 miles north of the northern tip of Vancouver 
Island nestled in the heart of the rainforest. It was the first 
week of September 2014 and we spent seven days in the 
wild looking for bears and other wildlife.

I was sitting on a river bank about 40 feet above a stream.  
After about two hours sitting on a log a big Black Bear 
started  feeding on salmon as he moved along the far shore 
line. He finally settled under a large rock cliff, continuing to 
fish and eat while I took this photo. The lighting was not 
very good and using my Canon Rebel T3i and 300 mm 
fixed lens, I set the ISO to 3200 and the aperture at f/6.3 to 
keep the speed up to 1/800. I would have liked to go f/11 or 
higher for a better depth of field, but had to take what I 
could. The shot was full frame and no cropping.

       
         Rich DiSimone                    "Little Blue Heron"

This is a Little Blue Heron, taken at Merritt Island National 
Wildlife Refuge in February of 2015.  I've had trouble with 
these birds before since they tend to wade through the 
weeds in wetlands and are usually obscured by vegetation. 
This one popped up and posed nicely, but it was still pretty 
far away.  

The camera is the Nikon D610 with a Tamron 150-600 mm 
lens.  Image parameters are:
1/800 sec; f/7.1; ISO 450; at 600 mm handheld.

Relatively little was done to the image, except to reduce 
some highlights and clone out a couple of twigs that were 
too close to the bird's head. Joe Bester made the print.   

Print Competition Rankings   

                                     Thirteen members submitted one or  
                                     more prints to the competition. 
                                     Several suggested one way they 
                                     grew as photographers was seeing  
                                     where they stood compared to their 
                                     peers. 

                                     With that in mind the Steering 
                                     Committee decided to publish the 
                                     rankings, with two caveats.The first 
                                     is that not everyone filled in scores 
                                     for all the photographs, thus 
                                     affecting the scores. The Steering 
                                     Committee is working on means to 
                                     help members better apply the 
                                     criteria used in competitions. The 
                                     second is a reminder that all 
                                     judging is subjective; it is more art 
                                     than science. 

                                      The first column is the number 
                                      given to the print when it was 
                                      entered. The second is the point 
                                      total given by the judges.
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Illustrated Photographers’ Dictionary

Barrel Distortion  - is a lens fault or aberration that causes 
straight, parallel lines in an image to bow outward and is seen 
when shooting with wide-angle lenses. The wider the lens, the 
greater the distortion. The appearance is similar to the effect 
one would see if an image was wrapped around a barrel. It can 
be corrected with post processing software.

Butterfly lighting  – a technique for lighting portraits achieved 
by pointing the flash down towards the front of the face and 
creating a distinctive butterfly shaped shadow under the nose. 
A reflector is used to soften the shadow. This is also known as 
“Paramount lighting” after the movie studio’s glamorous 
portraits from the 1930’s.
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Chromatic aberration –  a lens fault common in 
telephoto lens in which different colors of white light are 
focused at slightly different distances, creating ugly 
colored halos around the edges of a photographic 
subject.  This also can be corrected with post processing 
software.

Lightroom 6: Requirements and New Features

                                                       
                                      In April of 2015 Adobe introduced 
                                      Lightroom CC if you get it through 
                                      a Creative Cloud Photography 
                                      subscription ($9.99) a month and 
                                      Lightroom 6 ($149) if purchased 
                                      as a stand alone program.
        
                                       Requirements:  

                                        For PC’s Lighroom CC/6 
requires Windows 7 SP1 or Windows 8.x and a 64 bit 
operating system. For Mac’s OS X 10.8, 10.9 or 10.10. is 
needed. A fast Internet connection is preferred, as the 
software is 761 MB (which is smaller than the previous 
version). By clicking the nameplate a three choice menu 
is offered: one can turn on or off photo synching with 
Lightroom Mobile, address lookup for GPS coordinates, 
and Face Detection. One must also update the Catalog, 
the database that keeps track of all of the photos, to the 
new version.

What's New:

To a great extent the new features are those which have 
long been desired by Lightroom users. The most 
important features are:

Increase in Speed and Performance:

Reviewer Sean O'Kane of The Verge finds the greatest 
change is the rendering speed of "exposure" and "distort" 
tools.



Rendering RAW images still takes about a second, so 
another program may be needed to inspect the quality of  
images quickly.

Photo Stitching:

After selecting the photos to be merged, you are given 
several projection choices besides auto: spherical, cylindrical 
and perspective. Auto crop will fill out the unfilled areas that 
are likely when creating panoramas. On merge, it creates a 
16 bit DNG file. 

Reviewer Lori Grunin finds this is suitable for fast merges, 
but more exacting photographers will likely want to tweak the 
seams. An additional problem is that previews are very small.

HDR Merge:

The process is fairly straight forward. Select up to twelve 
images to merge, and then there are several automated 
options: auto align, auto tone and three anti-ghosting 
settings.The image can be saved as a 16-bit raw DNG file. 

One reviewer finds the auto tone option sacrifices too 
much highlight detail, and that the regular Lightroom tools 
produce a better result.

Face Recognition:

Photo Credit: Lori Grunin/CNET

Adobe states that Lightroom can now locate faces in your 
images based on the names you assign to them. 
Specifically, when a folder is opened in the new People 
section, Lightroom automatically starts stacking the photos 
it thinks are of the same person, and you type in the name 
on the stack. Then it starts suggesting names based on 
the ones you have already assigned and you proceed to 
confirm or correct. 

Facial recognition software is getting better with each 
iteration. But the scope of the problem can be seen in the 
illustration of different poses by T-Mobile spokesperson 
John Leger. One reviewer found a hit rate of about 60%, 
making for a tedious process. While the program filters out 
non-faces fairly well, it makes the usual cat and dog errors.

Dehaze:

Adobe has already issued Version 6.1 that includes a 
Dehaze filter. Conversely haze can be added if an artful 
result is needed.

(For sources see the Appendix).
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How We Got to Now: Some Milestones in Digital 
Photography - Part 1

The latest announcement of the arms race between Nikon or 
Canon’s super megapixel camera likely leads to one of two 
reactions: yawn (yet another digital camera thrust upon the 
world) or second,  “I gotta have it!” Whatever the reaction, 
digital photography has come a very long way, particularly in 
the last 25 years. To gain some perspective let’s look at a few 
of the early milestones in digital photography.  

October 1969 - 
Bell Labs scientists George Smith and Willard invented the 
charged couple device (CCD) that is the heart of all digital 

cameras. The scientists had two very 
different uses for CCD’s in mind:  a new 
kind of semiconductor memory for 
computers, and a solid-state camera for 
use in video phones. By 1975 they 
demonstrated the first CCD camera sharp 

enough for broadcast television. However the videophone 
remained the product of movies like 2001: a Space Odyssey.

1975 - 
One of the ironies of digital photography is that the first digital 
camera was built by Kodak engineer Steve Sasson in 1975 
(U.S. patent 4,131,919). It was largely built from some 
Motorola parts, a Kodak movie camera lens, and a newly 

developed Fairchild CCD 
electronic sensor. 

As shown in the picture 
the camera was about the 
size of an open issue of 
Life magazine and 
weighed about 8.8 
pounds. The camera 
could only capture back 
and white images on a 
digital cassette tape, and 

to view them a special screen had to be developed. 

The camera took a 0.01 megapixel image (or 10,000 pixels) 
and required 23 seconds to capture. Still, it was the start of the 
digital revolution. Kodak was still largely wedded to the film 
industry a decision that would haunt the company as it later 
declared bankruptcy in 2012. 

1981 - 
Another important breakthrough was the Sony Mavica 

MVC5000, that was really an analogue 
television camera. As pictured the CCD size 
was 570 X 490 pixels or 720,000 pixels, with 
a fixed shutter speed of 1/60 second, and an 
ISO of 200. The size had to be large to store 
up to 50 color photos on two-inch floppy 
disks called Mavipaks.  Many thought it 
looked more like a floppy disk box than a 

camera.

1991 – Nikon F3 or Kodak DCS
With Kodak’s invention of the first megapixel sensor in 1986, 
with the ability to record 1.4 million pixels and a 5x7 digital 
photo-quality print, the next step could be taken. 

Depending on whether the 
source is Nikon or Kodak the 
camera was either the Nikon F3 
or Kodak DCS (first picture). 
Indeed the camera was a hybrid 
– the Nikon body and Kodak 
base were gutted to make room 
for the chamber and electronics. 
The camera required a storage 
unit that was connected to the 
camera by a cable (second 

picture). News photographers were the intended market 
for the camera. The phrase “Don’t drop that camera” took 
on added meaning as 6 models were priced from $20,000 
to $25,000. A total of 987 units were sold between 1991 
and 1994.

One example of the breakthough the camera provided was 
at the 1991 Democratic Party National Convention. AP 

photographer Ron Edmunds used 
a DCS 100 to take pictures of Bill 
Clinton’s acceptance speech. The 
camera was tethered to an Apple 
Macintosh desktop computer 
manned by another photographer. 
Within 5 minutes the pictures 
were in the AP’s system and 
available to newspapers across 

the country. Today with selfies on Instagram within 
seconds this seems mundane, but at the time it was a 
remarkable feat.

The camera was also used in action photos. Sports 
Illustrated photographer 
Bill Frakes used the DCS 
to capture action at the 
Kentucky Derby in 1991.

To be continued.

Sources: 
Bob Brooke, “A Brief History of Digital Photography”  
      (www.bobbrooke.com/DigitalStudio/digital history.html)

Rich Trenholm, “Photos: The history of the digital camera”
    (www.cnet.com/news/the-history-of the-digital-camera/5/

Hunter Skipworth, ”World Photography Day 2014: The 
       History of Digital Cameras”, Digital Spy, August 19,  
       2014.
      (www.digitalspy.com/tech/feature/a591251/world-
      photography-day-2014-the-history-of 
      the-digital-cameras.html#~pgy9ytaf7tCxLu)

Dan Richards, “The 30 Most Important Digital Cameras of   
      All Times” Popular Photography, October 22, 2013
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Notices

InSight Photography Show
Camera Club Members are invited to submit their 
photographs to the annual InSight Photography Show & 
Auction Photo Contest. We’ve enjoyed the success of the 
past two years’ contests and events and look forward to 
this year’s as the best yet!
 
This contest is open to all levels of photographic 
artists who reside in one of the following US states: 
Tennessee, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, 
Alabama, Georgia, Florida, South Carolina, North 
Carolina, Kentucky, or Virginia.
 
Contest theme: Southern Exposure
 
Contest duration: July 1, 2015 - August 2, 2015
 
Finalists and awards: Our panel of judges will select 24 
finalists to premiere at Cumberland Gallery in Nashville, 
TN, on September 12th, 2015 at the event “InSight 
Photography Show & Auction.” All selected works will be 
placed in the event’s silent auction, and photographers will 
receive 20% of the final winning bids. Award prizes, to be 
announced the evening of the event, include $300 for first 
place, $200 for second place, and $150 for third place 
winners.
 
The proceeds of InSight will go to the Pastoral Counseling 
Centers of Tennessee (PCCT) to support families, 
individuals, and couples in Middle Tennessee who are in 
need of affordable mental health counseling services.
 
Read the official rules at pcctinc.org/insight.
No entry fee. Enter up to three (3) images. Send 
submissions to pcctinc@gmail.com.
 
 Abbie Culbertson
Communications Coordinator
Pastoral Counseling Centers of Tennessee
(615) 383-2115, ext. 21
www.pcctinc.org

Appendix

Sources for LIghtroom 6 and CC:

Adobe, Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Help / New Features 
Summary
Https:helpx.adobe.com/lightroom/help/whats-new.html

Sean O’Kane, “Lightroom 6 Arrives With Performance 
Improvements and New Tools”,
The Verge, April 21, 2015
http://www.theverge.com/2015/4/21/8459127/adobe-
lightroom-6-release-available
 
Lori Gurgin, Adobe Lightroom 6 /Lightroom CC Review
http://www.cnet.com/products/adobe-lightroom-6/

John Stapley, “10 New Features of Lightroom 6 and CC”
Amateur Photographer, April 23, 2015
http://www.amateurphotographer.co.uk/latest/articles/10-
new-features-of--lightroom-6-and-cc-48953

Michael Muchmore, “Adobe Photoshop Lightroom CC”.
http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2365138,00.asp

Last But Not Least
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